In this paper, we develop a sequential approach to solve the signal detection problem in a nonstationary environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of quiet nuclear submarines and the current proliferation of even quieter diesel powered vessels have necessitated the need for more sophisticated signal processing techniques for target detection. Improvements in processor design can be achieved by developing approaches that incorporate knowledge of the surrounding ocean environment and noise in the form of mathematical models into their processing schemes [l-41. One of the major problems with model-based signal processing schemes is assuring that the model incorporated in the algorithm is adequate for the proposed application and that it can faithfully represent the on-going phenomenology. Therefore, it is necessary, as part of the model-based processor (MBP) design procedure, to estimatehpdate the model parameters jointly (adaptively) while performing the required processing [5,6]. The incorporation of a parametrically adaptive, on-line, MEiP can offer a dramatic detection improvement in a tactical passive or active sonar-type system especially when a rapid environmental assessment and detection is required. In this paper, we discuss the development of a processor capable of adapting to the ever-changing ocean environment thereby providing the required signal enhancement for detection.
With this motivation in mind, we investigate the development of a sequential detector, that is, a monitor that incorporates an initial mathematical representation of the weak target model into its fiamework and adapts, on-line, its parameters as the ocean and target change. In this paper we use an adaptive state-space scheme 171 and apply it to the detection and monitoring problem. This can be accomplished by constructing an adaptive MBP that allows continuous updating of the model parameters and is easily implemented by augmenting them into the current state vector [7-91. Currently, techniques that adjust model parameters to adapt to the changing environment are termed envirunmentully adaptive.
We start by developing a solution to the general sequential detection problem. Here we assume generic signal models, uncertainty and .noise. It is shown that the solution can be obtained using the Wald sequential theoretic framework leading to a recursive log-likelihood solution under the Neyman-Pearson criterion [lo]. Once the basic detector is developed, structurally, we extend the results to solve the composite detection problem with unknown parameters leading to the generalized (sequential) log-likelihood solution. Here we incorporate both the log-likelihood decision function and adaptive parameter estimation into the sequential hmework leading to a joint detectiodsignal enhancement solution. 
where the null hypothesis is noise and the alternate is the signal and noise case. We choose the Neyman-Pearson criterion to develop our detector [IO] .
Recall that the Neyman-Pearson theorem states that a detector is optimal if it maximizes the probability of detection, PrDET (or minimizes the miss probability) for any Edlse alarm rate less than a pre-specified value, say PrfA . To implement the SLRT at the trh stage ( see Eq. (7) or (8) In the case of the log-likelihood, the thresholds must be transformed as well, that is,
This completes the fundamental concepts for the construction of the sequential detection approach; however, before we close this section, we must consider the case of incorporating unknown parameters into the binary detection problem, which will lead to the generalized likelihood tests [l 11.
If the conditional densities of the underlying problem contain a set of unknown parameters defined by the vector 0 , then two cases must be considered for sequential detection. In the first case, 0 is considered to be random and therefore joint conditional probabilities, Pr(P, by integrating over 0 , the likelihood ratio is determined and in a sense, the composite problem is reduced to simple hypothesis testing.
In this section we develop a solution to the joint detection /signal enhancement problem for a towed array in the ocean. We start with the noisy pressure-field measurement given by where p is the measured pressure-field at the -erh -hydrophone located at spatial location, rf , at time ? ; s is the target or source signal to be detected and v is the broadband noise component present in the ocean environment. We can simplify this notation by expanding over the horizontal array of L -elements, that is, In the second case, 8 is considered to be deterministic but who^ and the above approach cannot be applied. Another approach is to estimate the " w n For the joint detectiodsignal enhancement problem under the null hypothesis, we have that Pr@(t) I Pt.l;Ho) is a conditionally gaussian distribution, since v is white.
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Since s(t) is assumed to be a far-field source, we have that at the P -sensor, se(t> = q(t)e-iPt(r)SinB . N ow expanding over the L -sensor array, we obtain the signal vector 
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The innovations and its covariance are given by the following (see Table I 
